TO WHOMSOEVER IT MAY CONCERN

I, Prof. Rajiv Saxena, hereby certify that Mr. Mayuresh Kumar, Guest Faculty from the CSPILAS, has satisfactorily collaborated in the e-PG Pathshala project under the National Mission on Education through ICT in the capacity of Content Writer for the following Papers:

   (Spanish Grammar: Intermediate level)
2. Paper-6. Español de negocios  
   (Business Spanish)

e-PG Pathshala is a project of Government of India, Ministry of Human Resources Development (MHRD) under its National Mission on Education through Information and Communication Technologies (NME-ICT) is a high quality, curriculum-based, interactive content in different subjects across all disciplines of social sciences, arts, fine arts & humanities, natural & mathematical sciences, linguistics and languages. The content and its quality is the key component of education system. It can be consulted anywhere in the world on http://epgp.inflibnet.ac.in

Mr. Mayuresh Kumar did a commendable job for developing material for 70 modules which have an API score of 1 International Peer Reviewed Journal publication for each set of 10 modules authored. So his total publications in this project would be 7 International Peer Reviewed Journal publications as per the letter by the UGC.

Mr. Mayuresh Kumar has spent a lot of time, energy and efforts to ensure that the best quality work is launched for this Project and moreover he is now collaborating for content writing for launching the first-of-its kind MOOC (Massive Open On-line Courses) in Spanish under the Government of India Digital India plan and this would also be available freely across the globe for the students and researchers.

(Rajiv Saxena)
Project Director
e-PG-Pathshala-Spanish